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A B S T R A C T

Genes and environment interact to influence cognitive and emotional functions throughout life. Early-life experiences in particular contribute to vulnerability or resilience to a number of emotional and cognitive illnesses in humans. In rodents, early-life experiences directly lead to resilience or vulnerability to stress later in life, and influence the development of cognitive and emotional deficits. The mechanisms for the enduring effects of early-life experiences on cognitive and emotional outcomes are not completely understood. Here, we present emerging information supporting experience-dependent modulation of the number and efficacy of synaptic inputs onto stress-sensitive neurons. This synaptic ‘rewiring’, in turn, may influence the expression of crucial neuronal genes. The persistent changes in gene expression in resilient versus vulnerable rodent models are likely maintained via epigenetic mechanisms. Thus, early-life experience may generate resilience by altering synaptic input to neurons, which informs them to modulate their epigenetic machinery.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

Resilience is defined as an active and adaptive biological, psychological, and social response to an event that may otherwise impair one’s normal function (McEwen, 2007; Dudley et al., 2011; Russo et al., 2012). Resilience typically implies the presence of insult-related pathologies that are overcome by molecular, cellular, synaptic, and finally behavioral changes that enable coping and normal function.

Much has been written about the origins of resilience (Barker, 1989; Yehuda et al., 2006; Gluckman et al., 2007; Feder et al., 2009; Russo et al., 2012). There is clear evidence that resilience and vulnerability are influenced by genetic factors (Caspi et al., 2003; Binder et al., 2008) and gene-environment interactions (Caspi et al., 2003; Bale et al., 2010; Dincheva et al., 2014). In addition, a large body of work has supported strong correlations of early-life experience/environment and resilience to cognitive and emotional illnesses later in life (Schmidt et al., 2011; Baram et al., 2012; Lucassen et al., 2013; Huang, 2014; Insel, 2014; Santarelli et al., 2014). Several theories have been put forth that strongly suggest a causal and adaptive relationship between early-life experience and lifetime vulnerability or resilience to disease (Barker, 1989; McEwen, 2000; Gluckman et al., 2007; Baram et al., 2012; Sandman et al., 2012).

Whereas human studies produce associations which can strongly suggest a causal relationship between early-life experience and vulnerability or resilience to disease, direct manipulations of early-life experience in animal models have been shown to lead to persistent changes in aspects of brain function, including resilience to subsequent insults such as stress. Indeed, a large number of primate and rodent models have been created to directly manipulate early-life experience, in order to generate resilience or vulnerability (see Maras and Baram, 2012; Huang, 2014 for recent reviews). Broadly categorized, these paradigms aim to model early-life adversity such as chronic stress (Schmidt et al., 2011; Molet et al., 2014), or to create a nurturing early-life environment, typically based on optimized maternal care or novelty (see Akers et al., 2008; Champagne et al., 2008; Korosi and Baram, 2009; Baram et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2014). Indeed, rodents raised in these environments
distinct environments generally develop vulnerability (Huot et al., 2002; Romeo et al., 2004; Brunson et al., 2005; Champagne et al., 2008; van Hasselt et al., 2012) or resilience (Liu et al., 1997; Fenoglio et al., 2005; van Hasselt et al., 2012) to future stress and to cognitive and/or emotional deficits.

Although the influence of early-life experience on life-time resilience and vulnerability are well established, the underlying mechanisms are not fully understood. It is now generally agreed that enduring changes in the expression of important genes might be involved, and that these changes might persist via epigenetic mechanisms including histone and DNA modifications (Meaney and Szyf, 2005; Borrelli et al., 2008; Roth et al., 2009; McClelland et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2013; Morrison et al., 2014). However, fundamental and crucial questions remain unanswered. For examples, what is the essence of the experience or environmental-signal that is perceived by the developing brain? How does the signal reach important neurons that change in response to the early-life experience? What are these neurons that are re-programmed to enable the structural and functional plasticity that underlies resilience? How do these neurons know to modulate their epigenetic machinery?

We attempt to address these questions here.

2. Early-life experience, maternal signals, and brain programming

As mentioned above, direct manipulation of maternal care patterns has yielded long-lasting resilience or vulnerability to cognitive and emotional deficits. We briefly describe the frameworks for bi-directional manipulation of maternal signals to young rodents that have been employed by our group, because the robust outcomes enable examination of the underlying mechanisms.

2.1. Controlled manipulation to augment maternal care

The handling paradigm (Levine, 1957; Plotsky and Meaney, 1993; Avishai-Eliner et al., 2001a), which involves brief (15 min) daily separation of rat pups from the mother during the first weeks of life, was used as a model of enhanced maternal care. These brief separations promoted increased maternal-derived sensory input upon reunion with their mothers (Fig. 1) (Liu et al., 1997; Fenoglio et al., 2006). This paradigm led to increased resilience to depressive-like behavior (Meaney et al., 1991) and improved learning and memory (Liu et al., 2000; Fenoglio et al., 2005).

2.2. Controlled manipulation to disrupt maternal care

Commonly, early-life stress is generated by maternal separation (MS), a manipulation believed to be stressful. Extended absence of the mother provokes hyperthermia and starvation, so many models use intermittent maternal deprivation and hence intermittent stress. In the human condition, when infants and children grow up in famine, war, or in the presence of drug-abusing mothers, the stress is typically chronic rather than intermittent, and the mother is typically present. Maternal care behaviors during these conditions might be the source of stress in the infant (Whipple and Webster-Stratton, 1991; Koenen et al., 2003; Kendall-Tackett, 2007; Baram et al., 2012), as is particularly well documented in neglect/abuse situations, where maternal care is unpredictable and fragmented (Whipple and Webster-Stratton, 1991; Gaudin et al., 1996).

Aiming to recapitulate the human condition, we generated a model of chronic early-life stress (CES) where the mother is continuously present. The paradigm involves limiting the bedding and nesting material in the cage (for a detailed review, see Molet et al., 2014). This impoverished cage environment resulted in abnormal maternal care, i.e., fragmented maternal-derived sensory input to the pups. The latter, as reported in humans, provoked chronic uncontrollable early-life “emotional stress” (Gilles et al., 1996; Avishai-Eliner et al., 2001b; Ivy et al., 2008; Baram et al., 2012). There was minimal change in the overall duration of maternal care or of specific aspects of care (licking and grooming, nursing, etc) (Ivy et al., 2008). However, in both mice and rats, maternal care was fragmented and unpredictable: each bout of behavior is shorter and the sequence of nurturing behaviors is unpredictable (Rice et al., 2008; Baram et al., 2012). In some cases, especially when cage environment was altered later in the development of the pups (postnatal days 3–8 and 8–12 rather than 2–9), rough handling of the pups by the mother was noted (Moriceau et al., 2009; Raineki et al., 2010, 2012). The CES model of aberrant maternal care and early-life experience led to emotional and cognitive vulnerabilities, and eventually overt pathology, including early cognitive aging (for a detailed review, see Molet et al., 2014). For example, Raineki et al., found depressive-like symptoms measured as increased immobility time in the forced swim test (FST) in adolescent rats that experienced CES. When tested during adolescence and young adulthood using paradigms such as novelty induced hypophagia, open-field, and elevated plus maze, rodents stressed early in life showed anxiety-like behaviors (Wang et al., 2012; Dalle Molle et al., 2012; Malter Cohen et al.,

![Fig. 1. Brief daily separations of rat pups from their mother lead to increased sensory input from the mother to the pups upon their reunion. A. A schematic of the handling paradigm: during postnatal day 2–9, the mother and the pups were separated for 15 min in different cages, and then reunited in the home cage. Control mother and pups remained in the home cage. B. Maternal sensory stimulation of the pups, specifically licking and grooming, was observed and quantified daily during the 30 min after the mothers and the pups were returned to home cages (n = 6 mothers per group). Adapted from Fenoglio et al. (2006) with permission.](image-url)
Finally, memory deficits were unveiled by the Morris water maze and novel object recognition tasks in adult rats and mice that were exposed to fragmented maternal care using the CES model (Brunson et al., 2005; Rice et al., 2008; Ivy et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2011).

The ability to manipulate early-life experience in both adverse and salubrious directions provides powerful frameworks for examining the mechanisms for the resulting vulnerability and resilience.

3. What are the neurons that are re-programmed to enable the structural and functional plasticity that underlies resilience?

A significant body of work has established a molecular signature of the resilience or vulnerability phenotypes generated by early-life experience in rodents. In adult rats experiencing augmented maternal care, an enduring upregulation of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) expression in hippocampus, and a repression of corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) expression in hypothalamic paraventricular (PVN) neurons was reported (Plotzky and Meaney, 1993; Avishai-Eliner et al., 2001a). The epigenetic basis of the enduring enhancement of hippocampal GR expression was uncovered by pioneering studies by the Meaney group (Weaver et al., 2004). Examination of the temporal evolution of the molecular signature of rats experiencing augmented maternal care revealed that repression of CRH expression in hypothalamus preceded the increased GR expression in hippocampus, and was directly dependent on recurrent predictable barrages of maternal care (Avishai-Eliner et al., 2001a; Fenoglio et al., 2006). These data suggested that the CRH neuron in the hypothalamus may be an early locus of maternal care-induced brain programming.

Notably, it is unlikely that changes in CRH or GR expression in themselves explain the remarkable resilient phenotype of rats experiencing augmented maternal care early in life. Whereas the GR and CRH are likely important mediators of long-lasting effects of maternal care, they may also serve as marker genes, a tool to study mechanisms of broad, enduring gene expression changes. In addition, determining the locations of the changes in gene and protein expression helps to identify specific target neurons that are re-programmed to enable the structural and functional plasticity that underlies resilience.

4. How do the CRH neurons in the hypothalamus ‘know’ to modulate their epigenetic machinery?

As mentioned above, the repression of gene expression in CRH neurons occurred early and was already present after a week of ‘handling’, i.e., on postnatal day 9 in the pups (Avishai-Eliner et al., 2001a; Fenoglio et al., 2006; Korosi et al., 2010). In addition, the

---

Fig. 2. Proposed network changes to the corticotropin releasing hormone –expressing, stress-sensitive hypothalamic neurons following single or recurrent episode of augmented maternal care. The paraventricular nucleus of the hypothalamus (PVN) receives excitatory (in green) and inhibitory (in red) synaptic inputs from the central nucleus of the amygdala (ACe) and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BnST), and excitatory projections from the paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT). Excitatory bidirectional afferents exist between the PVT to both ACe and BnST. A. ACe and BnST (but not PVT) are activated by a single episode of augmented maternal care. This is thought to lead to increased activation of the areas of BnST that send inhibitory synaptic input onto the CRH neurons in the PVN. Adapted from Karsten and Baram (2013) with permission. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
CRH-expressing neurons in the hypothalamus were identified as a component of a neuronal network activated by maternal care (Fenoglio et al., 2006). The latter finding emerged from Fos-labeling and mapping studies that queried which neurons were activated at several time points after returning of pups to their mothers following brief (15 min) separations. The Fos mapping studies demonstrated that the maternal signal traveled via the central nucleus of the amygdala (AcC) and bed nucleus of the striatal terminalis (BnST) to the hypothalamic PVN (Fenoglio et al., 2006). Interestingly, while single augmented maternal care activated these structures and did not result in repressed CRH expression, a week of recurrent daily barrages of maternal care activated also the ‘stress-memory’ center of the brain, the paraventricular nucleus of the thalamus (PVT) (Bhatnagar and Dallman, 1998; Fenoglio et al., 2006). The combinatorial output of the signal to the hypothalamic CRH cells emerging from activation of PVT, AcC, and BnST of recurrently handled pups differed from that of single-handled pups, and resulted in robust and enduring suppression of CRH gene expression in these neurons (Fig. 2) (Fenoglio et al., 2006; Karsten and Baram, 2013). This reduction in CRH expression in hypothalamic PVN, together with the apparent network changes involving this neuronal population, led us to focus on the CRH-expressing cells in the PVN as important mediators of molecular changes associated with resilience.

Neurons receive information mainly by synaptic contact, so that altered excitatory and/or inhibitory synaptic input onto CRH neurons as a result of maternal care might be a plausible mechanism for the alteration of molecular machinery in these neurons that endurably reduces CRH expression. Synaptic innervation of neurons is now known to be dynamic and modulated by experience (Brunson et al., 2001; Verkuyl et al., 2004; Horvath, 2005). For CRH neurons, the majority of input is mediated by GABAergic and glutamatergic synapses (Aubry et al., 1996; Boudaba et al., 1997; Cullinan, 2000; Miklos and Kovacs, 2002; Ziegler et al., 2012), via GABAA (Cullinan, 2000) and glutamate receptors (Aubry et al., 1996; Kiss et al., 1996; Cullinan, 2000; Di et al., 2003; Ulrich-Lai et al., 2011; Ziegler et al., 2012). Combining electrophysiology, quantitative analyses of vesicular transporters and quantitative confocal and electron microscopy, Korosi et al., studied if enhanced early-life experience reduced excitation to CRH neurons or augmented their inhibition (Korosi et al., 2010). Using similar methodologies, Gunn et al., examined the excitatory and inhibitory input onto CRH-
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expressing hypothalamic neurons of mice experiencing aberrant, fragmented maternal care in cages with limited bedding and nesting material (Gunn et al., 2013).

5. Early-life experience leads to synaptic ‘rewiring’ of hypothalamic CRH neurons involved in resilience

Using several different methods, Korosi et al., discovered reduced number and function of excitatory synapse that abut onto CRH-expressing neurons in pups experiencing a week of recurrent augmented maternal care (Korosi et al., 2010). While enhanced maternal care resulted in reduced levels of the glutamatergic transporter vGlut2 via Western blot, no change in the levels of the GABA-A transporter vGAT was detected. Dual-label confocal microscopy revealed a reduced number of vGlut2-positive puncta (presynaptic terminals) abutting identified CRH neurons (Fig. 3). Quantitative electron microscopy revealed reduced number of asymmetric (excitatory) synapses onto CRH neurons in pups experiencing augmented maternal care. Finally, the frequency of miniature post synaptic excitatory currents (EPSCs), a functional measure of excitatory synapses, was reduced in presumed CRH cells of rats experiencing recurrent increased maternal care (Korosi et al., 2010).

Obviously, if ‘optimal’ early-life experience and specifically maternal signals reduce excitatory synapses, then aberrant maternal care should increase excitatory synapses onto CRH neurons. Indeed, a recent study by Gunn et al. (2013) found that mice experiencing the limited bedding and nesting cage environment, which provokes fragmented maternal care and chronic stress, had increased levels of CRH expression in the PVN (Gunn et al., 2013). Remarkably, immunohistochemical and electrophysiological approaches demonstrated a robust increase in excitatory input onto the stress-sensitive CRH-expressing neurons, in direct contrast to the observation following enhanced early-life experience (Fig. 4).

Together, these findings support the idea that early-life experience influences resilience via tuning of the level of excitatory input into stress-sensitive neuronal populations, which in turn affects intracellular programs. Notably, at least in the case of optimal early-life experience, the synaptic changes were transient. Hence, they likely serve as a trigger of neurons to ‘turn on’ or ‘tweak’ gene expression regulatory pathways and epigenetic mechanisms that maintain the expression changes enduringly. Whereas we do not understand how the transient synaptic changes modulate downstream intracellular signaling, we propose that the decrease in the excitatory drive onto the CRH neurons following augmented...
maternal care leads to reduced calcium influx into the CRH cells, which can potentially initiate transcriptional programs, resulting in decreased CRH expression. Once initiated, the transcriptional changes may then be stably maintained via epigenetic mechanisms (McClelland et al., 2011; Karsten and Baram, 2013).

6. Summary and current questions

Early-life experience interacts with genetic factors to shape cognitive and emotional outcomes. Specifically, early-life experiences influence resilience or vulnerability to emotional and cognitive illnesses. Salient ‘signals’ by which early-life experiences program the brain include recurrent sensory inputs from the mother. Fragmentation and unpredictability of maternal-derived signals might promote vulnerability to mental illness, whereas consistency and predictability might promote resilience. The salient signal from the early-life environment is transported to stress-sensitive neurons via neuronal networks, and it modulates the numbers and function of synapses impinging on these neurons. Optimal early-life experience seems to reduce excitation to CRH-expressing hypothalamic neurons whereas chronic early-life stress and fragmented maternal care increases excitation onto these same neurons. The plasticity of synaptic wiring of crucial stress-responsive neurons likely initiate gene expression programs within these neurons, and the resulting changes of gene expression may persist—perhaps to subsequent generations—via epigenetic mechanisms.
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